Interest in the oil and gas sector of the USSR remains at a high level. A recent meeting at the Institute of Petroleum in London had a record attendance for a reviewof the oil market in Eastern Europe1. Although the level of interest is high, investments by OEeD based companies in the oil sector of the USSR and Eastern Europe remains relatively low.
The first paper in this issue by Michael Smith of Sun Oil analyses the problems associated with upstream investments in the USSR.
Through the 1980s, the USSR has produced between 12.2 and 12.8 million barrels of oil per day. There is some concern that inadequate investment has been made in this huge production. It will be necessary to allocate a large proportion of the skills and facilities available in the USSR to maintain this production level which is essential to the economy of the USSR. This should have priority over speculative joint ventures in oil and gas.
STRATEGIC RESPONSE TO INVESTMENT IN EASTERN EUROPE

Type of Company
Large multi-national with broad product portfolio Multi-national with broad product portfolio but limited financial resources.
Multi-national with emphasis on energy/hydrocarbons
Smaller multi-national with limited number of niche. higher value-added activities.
(Largely) Western Europeanbased (especially German. Austrian. French. Italian. Scandinavian).
(Largely) North Americanbased.
Japanese multi-nationals.
Overall Strategy
Grow with global market/geographical diversification Selectivity Gain access to hydrocarbon feedstocks.
Grow with global market/geographical diversification.
Most activities in (Western Europe).
Most activities in N. America (and W.Europe).
Main thrusts into F. East. N. America and E.C. markets.
Response to developments in EE/USSR
Active search for market and manufacturing opportunities. Preference for step-by-step approach. Starting with modest commitments.
Emphasis on W. EuropeiNAmerica/F.East. Considerable caution with regard to EE/USSR: perhaps trading only.
Pay special attention to USSR. Be prepared to take some risks to establish early position.
Pay special attention to those EE countries with relatively more sophisticated economies and more amenable business environments. However, as Smith points out there are some technical difficulties to be overcome by Western companies operating in the USSR. These technical difficulties should not be underestimated although at present they seem to be of second order importance compared with the substantial risks associated with the political and economic problems that the USSR is facing.
See EE and especially
At a chemicals conference in London in March 1991, HJ. Alkema of Shell spoke of some of the results of Shell's analysis of the situation in Eastern Europe', Shell envisages different responses by different types of company.
In a detailed study 'The New Energy Markets of The Soviet Union and East Europe.', Paul Lyons highlights some key points.
• Environmental Protectiun Environmental problems across East Europe are endemic. The incentive for Western Europe to help in cleaning up the environment is twofold: air pollution in its own geographic area could be improved immensely by reducing emissions from East Germany and Czechoslavakia in particular; and a huge market for Western firms will be opened up as East Europe prepares to clean up power stations, refineries, even domestic gas equipment.
• Energy Efficient Technology
East Europe is keen to modernise and introduce energy-efficient equipment into its energy sector. This provides major business opportunities for Western companies in oil exploration/production, in refinery modernisation, in coal mining, in power plant manufacture and across those industries that have high energy needs.
• Joint Ventures
Despite reform allowing foreign participation in several of the region's countries, it has not been sufficient to encourage investment. Joint ventures are therefore an area of keen interest to Western investors. West German, Austrian and Italian utilities and plant manufacturers are negotiating deals whereby investment in equipment is exchanged for long-term electricity supplies. Across East Europe the petrol markets offer a relatively easy way in for oil multinationals.
• Fuel Supply Opportunities
The break up of the Communist Bloc will offer major opportunities for fuel supply. For years, the energy-rich Soviet Union has supplied virtually all the needs of its energy-impoverished Comecon partners; now it is keen for them to seek energy suppliers elsewhere. Under the control of independent democratic governments, East European countries are likely to seek much greater diversification of fuels and suppliers than before.
WEFA Energy, in commenting on fuel supply opportunities, pointed out the poor location and technical condition of many East European refineries. The value of the oil products from these East European refineries is considerably lower than the cost of crude oil to the refineries in US dollars at world market prices. Oil products exports to OECD countries therefore make sense only with rouble priced crude oil imports which are at a discount on the world market price.
The other papers in this issue present the USSR views of the possibilities of joint ventures. They are versions of papers given at a British Institute of Energy Economics Conference in London, September 1990. The BIEE has put considerable effort into improving the understanding between the energy sectors of East and West Europe and has been very successful in promoting the flow of information.
Eugene Khartukov of GAPMER, describes the bringing into line of USSR energy prices with world energy prices. Andrew Konoplyanik, GOSPLAN, records the history of joint ventures in the USSR, and Professor Konstantin Kleshchev provides VNIGNI's view of joint ventures. Elena Dyachkova provides a benchmark for a joint venture agreement for oil and gas exploration and development. Professor Astakhov indicates the prospects for international cooperation in development of the USSR coal industry and finally there is a paper outlining the needs for developing pipelines for oil and gas in the USSR.
Further details of the BIEE/USSR activities may be obtained from: Mr. AF.G. Scanlan, Chairman, BIEE, 37, Woodville Gardens, London W5.
The encouraging message from the energy experts in the USSR is that although political and macroeconomic problems may continue to be prominent in the world's press, progress in the energy sector will be dependent on close cooperation between the energy experts in the East and West.
Gilbert Jenkins, March 1991
Notes
